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ZioTraitor Eric Holder Was Behind OK City Bombing

Author : INCOG MAN

Think it’s only the “Fast and Furious” Mexican drug cartel gun-running
scheme besmirching anti-White Attorney general, Eric Holder? Oh no. Holder has now
been exposed as a ring leader in a government plot called PATCON back in the 1990’s. The
goal was to provide explosives and guns to militia people so the backstabbing Zionist
traitors would have excuses to lock-up White people holding “dangerous” political views. And it
doesn’t take a genius to connect the dots on what’s going down. Go to the end for a link on the
OK city bombing and see all the evidence that proves Oklahoma City was more than what the
media reported. A lot more. [INCOG]

By Jim Campbell

I certainly wish this were a spoof. Folks I can’t make this stuff up, with a little digging the
FOIA data is available.  Our country has been in serious trouble for much longer that any
of us may be willing to believe. For me this is a hell of lot worse than being told there is
no Santa Clause or Easter Bunny. The Shadow Government exists.
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http://incogman.net/02/2012/ziotraitor-eric-holder-was-behind-ok-city-bombing/holder-okc-bombing-xprt/
http://dancingczars.wordpress.com/2011/12/19/holder-was-responsible-for-168-deaths-in-the-1995-oklahoma-city-bombingand-more-i-wish-i-was-making-this-up/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39btKqMiqiQ


That’s my story and I’m sticking to it, I’m J.C. and I approve this message.

Documents obtained by Salt Lake City attorney Jesse Trentadue in a Freedom of Information
Act lawsuit show then Clinton Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder authorized members of the
FBI to provide explosives to Oklahoma City bombing criminals Timothy McVeigh and Terry
Nichols immediately before the April, 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building.

Holder had authorized the FBI to provide the explosives to McVeigh and Nichols in
conjunction with a Clinton Administration undercover operation named PATCON, an
acronym for “Patriot Conspiracy.” As Jesse Trentadue describes it, “PATCON was
designed to infiltrate and incite… militia[s] and evangelical Christians to violence so that
the Department of Justice could crush them.” (1)  PATCON: See Freedom of Information
Act documents  (click on the video to the left it displays them very easily to read and
understand.
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http://www.examiner.com/gun-rights-in-national/patcon-video
http://www.examiner.com/gun-rights-in-national/patcon-video
http://www.examiner.com/gun-rights-in-national/patcon-video


Just page two, the rest can be found in the link above.
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http://incogman.net/02/2012/ziotraitor-eric-holder-was-behind-ok-city-bombing/2-1db83ac8e6/


Both Waco and Ruby Ridge are now known to have been PATCON inspired, Department of
Justice plots.

Shortly after the Oklahoma City bombing, Holder instructed FBI agents to recover from
Terry Nichols any remainder of the explosives the Bureau had provided him and
McVeigh. To the chagrin of Eric Holder, the explosives were later discovered by another
agency, complete with the fingerprints of Nichols, McVeigh and 2 FBI agents. Holder had
reportedly offered Nichols respite from the death penalty for his cooperation in
recovering the explosives. Obviously the Deputy Attorney General considered covering
up his criminal complicity in the bombing eminently worth sparing Nichols just
punishment for the murders of 168 innocent Americans.

Jesse Trentadue accidentally came across PATCON while investigating the murder of his
brother Kenneth at the hands of the Clinton Department of Justice. An FBI informant familiar
with the Oklahoma City bombing story, Kenneth was found hanged in his cell after having been
jailed by the FBI. Though an official FBI report had listed Kenneth as a suicide, it was obvious
that he had been severely beaten and his throat cut. (Link to Picture Of Kenneth Trentadue’s
Body: Warning: May Be Disturbing To Some)

Upon Jesse taking the federal government to court, a federal judge ruled that the FBI had not
only lied about Kenneth Trentadue’s death, the Bureau was also found guilty of having
destroyed evidence concerning the case. In 2001 the Trentadue family was awarded $1.1
million, $250,000 of which remains a reward for information leading to the conviction of Kenneth
Trentadue’s killers.

In late November, Newsweek magazine was to run a story revealing the history of PATCON, the
Oklahoma City bombing complete with the part played by Eric Holder, the FBI initiated killings at
Waco and Ruby Ridge and the subsequent murder of Kenneth Trentadue. But as Mike
Vanderboegh, owner of the Sipsey Street Irregulars blog reports, Newsweek senior editor Tina
Brown was “convinced” by members of the Clinton and Obama Administrations to remove
certain information from the lengthy R M Schneiderman article. So although originally approved
for publication by Newsweek editor John Solomon, the article which finally appeared in the
magazine had been cut to pieces, undoubtedly providing great relief to Holder, Clinton, Clinton
Attorney General Janet Reno and many other current and former members of the Department of
Justice. (Editor: Mike Vanderboegh Obtained Excerpts from Original Article)

It hardly needs pointed out that this and other extraordinary stories of corruption and facilitation
of murder by the Clinton and Obama Administrations stinks to high heaven. A number of links
for further reading have been provided below. Rest assured that we at WesternJournalism.com
will continue to pursue the stories of PATCON, Fast and Furious and any other examples of
executive branch corruption. It’s doubtful we will want for material.

From The Western Journalism Center
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http://www.westernjournalism.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Kenneth-Michael-Trentadue1.jpg
http://www.westernjournalism.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Kenneth-Michael-Trentadue1.jpg
http://www.thedailybeast.com/content/newsweek/2011/11/20/my-life-as-white-supremacist.html
http://sipseystreetirregulars.blogspot.com/2011/11/ssi-exclusive-hiding-mass-murder-behind.html
http://www.westernjournalism.com/holder-was-responsible-for-168-deaths-in-the-1995-oklahoma-city-bombingand-more/?utm_source=Western+Journalism&utm_campaign=4e23192b18-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=emai


INCOG NOTES:

Local media confirmed that at least two other bombs were in the Alfred P. Murrah building that
day, absolutely impossible for McVeigh to have planted. Scientific studies have concluded (see

link below) that the truck bomb could not have caused the massive damage it did to the
building, meaning bombs were planted in advance. 9/11 anyone?

Jewish-controlled mainstream media is purposefully censoring all this, just like anything
inconvenient to the official narrative of 9/11. It’s now so obvious the American populace is
getting lied to on a regular basis and is fully under control by Zionist NWO forces — evil bastards
willing to do just about whatever they please to the people of America! [INCOG]

Go here: Reasons to suspect government involvement in OKC bombing
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBE7muQcRPw
http://www.okcbombing.net/News%20Articles/Editorials/reasons_govt_involve.htm
http://www.printfriendly.com/print?headerImageUrl=&headerTagline=&pfCustomCSS=&imageDisplayStyle=right&disableClickToDel=0&disablePDF=0&disablePrint=0&disableEmail=0&hideImages=0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fincogman.net%2F2012%2F02%2Fziotraitor-eric-holder-was-behind-ok-city-bombing%2F
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